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acuteness observes that "the invisible presence of the
countless thousands of massed humanity makes itself
felt indefinably "
But the war was too ever-present to men and women
I do not wonder, as I sit on Lulworth beach and think
about it, that "The Dynasts" was, as I have said, a
splendid failure People needed no incentive from
the theatre to urge them to heroic heights They had
attained them
Then America the Southern route because of sub-
marine^ Gloom brooding over the ship, gloom which
the presence even of George Grossmith and the Gaiety
Company, Fay Compton, Ins Hoey and Leslie Henson
could not dispel Then home again with such a longing
for England as I had never known "This dear, dear
land	Dear for her reputation through the world "
1916 Performances for the Stage Society of Sturge
Moore's one-act verse play "Judith,*' which the Censor—
reacting, perhaps, to the freer manners of war-time,
had deigned to license And m the same year the part
of Maude Fulton in Somerset Maugham's "Caroline"
at the New Theatre a happy memory, because of the
rippling wit of the play and because of the pleasure of
acting with that most delightful of women and actresses,
Irene Vanbrugh Leonard Boyne, too, was in the cast,
and I was Irish enough to enjoy his smooth, slippery
voice the softest of burrs, the quiet, feline movements
and the astonishing art of using hesitation to enhance
the effects of speech Happy memory also because I
felt myself now, at all events in the theatre, on the best
of terms with Comedy and revelled in playing Rama's
successor, a rival minx and better barefaced liar
Still in 1916 Still at war Shakespeare's tercen-
tenary A great commemoration at Drury Lane,
200 actors and actresses "The Merchant of Venice39
with Ellen—the only Ellen—as Portia, and Manon
as Nerissa "Much Ado," Julia Neilson, Beatrice,
George Alexander, Benedict, Fred Terry, Don Pedro,
and Gladys—the only Gladys—as Hero "Winter's

